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Here’s an insider tip 
from Wildes Land:
Mix & Match
Did you know that you can combine our 
Fillet and Soup variants with our other wet 
and dry food product range as desired? 
By adding a Fillet or Soup variety to the 
main food, you can offer your cat a new 
variety every day.

Wildes Land
Soup & Fillet

Wildes Land
Dry & Wet 

Food

VISIBLE INGREDIENTS



Wildes Land
RAGOUT

Wildes Land
SOUP

Wildes Land
FILLET

In 5 delicious varieties!

65% 
MEAT &
OFFALS

AT LEAST 

67% 
FILLET

AT LEAST 

In 2 delicious varieties!

In 6 delicious varieties!

Many pet owners face the challenge of feeding 
a fussy house cat. That’s why our nutritional 
experts have developed our Wildes Land Ragout 
Wet Food for cats, which is well accepted and 
tolerated. Like freshly prepared - the refi ned 
recipes highlight the pure taste of all 
ingredients, and the chunks in sauce will 
satisfy even the fussiest house cat.

Indulge your cat with pure variety in the food 
bowl! Our high-quality Wildes Land Fillet Wet 
Food provides discerning cats with an exquisite 
taste experience. All fi llet varieties are made 
from natural fi llet, which is gently cooked in 
its own juices for irresistible acceptance.

Extra portion of 
fresh meat

Grain-free High acceptance Extra-fi ne fi llet Grain-free High acceptance

Some cats tend to neglect drinking enough 
water. Discover the perfect supplement for your 
beloved cat - Wildes Land Soup! Cats should get 
their fl uids from their food. With its naturally 
high fl uid content, our Wildes Land Soup makes 
this possible in an enjoyable way. 
This tasty soup not only promotes suffi cient 
fl uid intake but also contributes to the well-
being of your cat.

fresh meat
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WITH EXTRA-
FINE FILLET


